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priorities

Write LOW if you scored 7 to 10.
Write MEDIUM if you scored 0 to 6 for any item falling under your current Maker’s Roadmap
stage.
Write HIGH if you scored 0 to 6 for any item falling under a previous stage of the Maker’s
Roadmap (e.g. You scored 5 on an item under “start” when you are already in the “grow”
stage).

First, write down the stage of the Maker’s Roadmap you’re in: Dream, Start, Grow or Scale.
Second, report the scores you gave to each of the Shop Review items during Week 1 into the
table below.

Lastly, fill out the “priority” columns using these simple rules:

"DREAm" stage focus SCORE PRIORITY

my maker's roadmap stage:

"start" stage focus SCORE PRIORITY

 

BRAND CLARITY

MARKET KNOWLEDGE

BOOKKEEPING / ACCOUNTING

LEGAL SETUP

VISUAL BRAND IDENTITY

PRODUCT PACKAGING

PHOTOGRAPHY

PRODUCT COLLECTIONS 

PRICING STRATEGY

ONLINE STORE/WEBSITE
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If it’s all over the place, remember that you can’t expect to make serious progress on
each marketing channel if you are spreading yourself thin.
Instead, you need to refocus and work exclusively on a few marketing channels so you
can dive deeper into each and get some momentum from it.

If , on the contrary, your marketing mix is looking ok, you can start thinking
about adding more channels to your marketing strategy.

Use the field below to write down what marketing channels you will FOCUS ON this
year (SEO? PR? Social? Paid Ads? etc.).

FROM YOUR SHOP REVIEW:

"GROW" stage focus SCORE PRIORITY

 

TRAFFIC

LIST GROWTH

EMAIL MARKETING

CONVERSION RATE

REPEAT CUSTOMERS

PROMOTIONS/LAUNCHES

SALES

MARKETING MIX

My marketing mix is "all over the place" (0-5)

My marketing mix is "looking alright" (6-10)

FOCUS MKT channels:

If social media is one of your focus, what social media platforms will your focus be on?

REVENUE STREAMS: Is there a particular revenue stream you'd like to focus on
growing this year?
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"scale" stage focus SCORE PRIORITY

 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

PRODUCTION PROCESS

SUPPLIERS STRENGHT

TEAM/LEADERSHIP
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projects + goals
Using the priorities you just established, write down (by order of high to low priority)
the projects you need to focus on this year.

For each, write down a corresponding goal you wish to reach. In other words, why do
you need to be working on this project for?

"GROW" stage focus "GROW" stage focus

E.g. Email marketing 

E.g. Pinterest to drive traffic

E.g. Product collections

Have an opt-in form installed on my store and a welcome email
series to introduce my subscribers to my brand and products
and entice them to purchase.

Set up and automate Pinterest to triple the amount of visitors
coming to my shop from Pinterest by the end of the year.

Streamline my collections and clean up my shop to have one
strong signature line and 2 seasonal collections.
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Reversely, what are some projects or ideas that you might need to let go of while you
focus on what really matters?

Write your distracting "squirrels!!" below:

the "not-to-do" list:
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